Pacific Scribes is delighted to present

Andrea Wunderlich: Fresh and Fancy
September 24 and 25, 2022, 10:00 – 1:00 Pacific Time, via Zoom

About the workshop: “The Lindisfarne Gospels or book of Lindisfarne is, quite
simple, one of the most beautiful and inspiring handwritten and illuminated books
in the world, a landmark of human creative achievement and a testament of
commitment and faith.” Michelle P. Brown, Professor Emerita of Medieval
Manuscript Studies, University of London
We will have a look at the book, learn about its history, explore the story behind.
After that, let´s focus on the illuminated headings. We find out about the
letterforms, we analyze, draw and discover their beauty.
Nothing can stop us then from creating our own alphabet, influenced by old and
new letterforms, let all of this flow into contemporary design. Knowing the origins,
we play and add some freshness & “fanciness” to create our own modern
illumination.
Workshop will be recorded and available to registered participants for one month.

Supply List: Andrea Wunderlich, Fresh and Fancy
pencil (H-2H), eraser, ruler, tracing paper, fineliners, good quality paper like BFK
Rives, gouache (Schmincke, Turner, Linel, etc.), pointed brush (size 0-2)
About Andrea: Andrea Wunderlich is a freelance calligrapher & book artist from
Germany. She´s working on commissions on a wide field of sign-painting, lettering,
logo-design and murals.
In her free artwork she loves to follow the historic paths of alphabets and enjoys
expressive transformation into the contemporary.
Her art is shown both nationally and worldwide and is part of private and public
collections like the Berlin calligraphy collection, the Center of Book Arts, San
Francisco and the Int. Museum for Contemporary Calligraphy in Moscow.
She is a member of German societies ars scribendi and Schreibwerkstatt Klingspor
Offenbach (board member), CLAS fellow (Calligraphy and Lettering Arts Society),
full member of LX (Letter Exchange) in London and member of Friends of
Calligraphy, San Francisco.
www.andreawunderlich.com / instagram: wunderliche_welt

